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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention related to a pneumatic tire and a method for manufacturing the same, in which, by
improving a jointless ply constituting a band layer, the binding force for the belt layer is increased, and the durability of
the tire is improved.

Background art

[0002] In a pneumatic tire, a band layer consisting of a jointless ply is formed on the outer side in the tire radial direction
of a belt layer. Thereby, the belt layer is tied up to suppress lifting of the belt layer or the like, and the durability of the
tire is improved. The band layer employs a structure comprising a wide full band ply which covers an approximately
entire width of the belt layer, and a pair of narrow edge band plies disposed on the radially outer side of the wide full
band ply and on both sides in the tire axial direction.
[0003] Heretofore, however, the full band ply and the edge band plies are separately formed by spirally winding
respective band-like plies. As a result, cut ends of the band cords appear at both ends of the band layer. There is a
problem such that the binding force for the belt layer can not be fully improved for that reason.
[0004] In the following Patent Document 1, it is also proposed that each end portion of a jointless ply is formed in a
two-layer structure by decreasing the helical pitch of a band-like ply in each end portion of the jointless ply so that the
band-like ply is partially overlapped. But, in this case too, it is difficult to fully increase the binding force because the cut
ends of the band cords appear at both ends of the jointless ply.

Prior art documents

Patent document

[0005] Patent Document 1: Japanese unexamined Patent Publication No. 2005-247070
[0006] EP 0 319 588 discloses a prior art tire in accordance with the preamble of claim 1. Further prior art is disclosed
in the documents EP 1 396 355 A1, JP H01-109108 A and JP 2002-019415 A.

Summary of the invention

Problems to be solved by the Invention

[0007] The present invention was made in view of the circumstances described above, and its primary object is to
provide a pneumatic tire and a method for manufacturing the same in which the belt layer is fully tied up, and the durability
is improved.

Means of solving the problems

[0008] A first invention is a pneumatic tire having a carcass extending from a tread portion to a bead core of a bead
portion through a sidewall portion, a belt layer disposed in the tread portion and radially outside the carcass, and a band
layer disposed radially outside the belt layer, and characterized in that
the band layer includes a jointless ply formed by spirally winding, on the radially outside of the belt layer, a long band-
like ply of one or more band cords coated with topping rubber,
the jointless ply includes
a first ply portion in which the band-like ply is wound from a starting end which is positioned between the tire equator
and one end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer, to a position on the one end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer,
a second ply portion in which the band-like ply is wound from the position on the one end in the tire axial direction of the
first ply portion,
to a position on the other end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer,
a third ply portion in which the band-like ply is wound toward the tire equator
from the position on the other end in the tire axial direction of the second ply portion,
to a terminal end which is between the other end in the tire axial direction of the second ply and the tire equator, and
the band-like ply is continued from the starting end of the first ply portion to the terminal end of the third ply portion
without interruption.
[0009] In the pneumatic tire according to the present invention, it is desirable that the side edges of the band-like ply
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adjacent in the tire axial direction are in contact with each other.
[0010] In the pneumatic tire according to the present invention, the jointless ply includes
circumferential direction parts in which the band-like ply is wound in parallel with the tire circumferential direction, and
inclined parts continued from the circumferential direction parts and in which the band-like ply is inclined with respect to
the tire circumferential direction.
[0011] In the pneumatic tire according to the present invention,
in the first ply portion and the second ply portion disposed radially outside the first ply portion, end positions of inclined
parts of the first ply portion which end positions are on one side in the tire circumferential direction respectively coincide
with end positions of inclined parts of the second ply portion which end positions are on the other side in the circumferential
direction so that the inclined parts of the first ply portion and the inclined parts of the second ply portion are respectively
continued in a V-shape in the tire circumferential direction, and
in the second ply portion and the third ply portion disposed radially outside the second ply portion, end positions of the
inclined parts of the second ply part which end positions are on one side in the tire circumferential direction coincide
with end positions of inclined parts of the third ply portion which end positions are on the other side in the tire circumferential
direction so that the inclined parts of the second ply portion and the inclined parts of the third ply portion are continued
in a V-shape in the tire circumferential direction.
[0012] In the pneumatic tire according to the present invention, it is desirable that an axially outer edge of the band
layer coincides with an axially outer edge of the belt layer.
[0013] In the pneumatic tire according to the present invention, it is desirable that the axial widths of the first ply portion
and the third ply portion are 10 to 60 mm.
[0014] In the pneumatic tire according to the present invention, the band-like ply has a width of 3.0 to 15.0 mm, and
a thickness of 0.6 to 1.5 mm, and
an elongation of the band cord at a load of 66N is 0.7% to 22.0%.
[0015] A second invention is a method for manufacturing the pneumatic tire according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
which includes a band layer forming step in which the band-like ply is spirally wound on the radially outside of the belt layer,
the band layer forming step includes a first step of forming the first ply portion, a second step of forming the second ply
portion after the first step, and a third step of forming the third ply portion after the second step, and the forming is made
by the use of the band-like ply which is continuous from the starting end of the first ply portion to the terminal end of the
third ply portion.

Effect of the Invention

[0016] The pneumatic tire according to the present invention has a band layer comprising a jointless ply formed by
spirally winding, on the radially outside of the belt layer, a long band-like ply of one or more band cords coated with
topping rubber. The jointless ply includes
the first ply portion in which the band-like ply is wound from the starting end which is positioned between the tire equator
and one end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer, to the position on the one end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer,
the second ply portion in which the band-like ply is wound from the position on the one end in the tire axial direction of
the first ply portion, to the position on the other end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer, and
the third ply portion in which the band-like ply is wound toward the tire equator from the position on the other end in the
tire axial direction of the second ply portion, to the terminal end which is between the other end in the tire axial direction
of the second ply and the tire equator.
Therefore, both sides in the tire axial direction of the belt layer are covered with two plies of the band layer, and the
lifting or the like of the belt layer is suppressed. Accordingly, the durability of the tire is improved.
[0017] Further, the band-like ply is continuous from the starting end of the first ply portion to the terminal end of the
third ply portion without interruption. Therefore, at both ends of the jointless ply, the band cords are continued without
interruption, and thereby, the binding force of the belt layer is further increased, and the durability of the pneumatic tire
is further improved.

Brief description of the drawings

[0018]

[Figure 1]
a cross-sectional view of a right half of a pneumatic tire as an embodiment of the present invention
[Figure 2]
a perspective view showing an example of the band-like ply
[Figure 3]
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a developed plan view of the band layer in this embodiment
[Figure 4]
A-A sectional view of Figure 4
[Figure 5]
a diagram for explaining a manufacturing method according to the present invention
[Figure 6]
a diagram for explaining a manufacturing method according to the present invention
[Figure 7]
a conceptual diagram showing a positional relationship between the inclined parts of the first ply portion and the
second ply portion
[Figure 8]
(A) - (C) are conceptual diagrams showing differences in the stacked state due to positional relations between the
inclined parts of the first ply portion and the inclined parts of the second ply portion.

Mode for carrying out the invention

[0019] Hereinafter, an embodiment of the present invention will be described based on the drawings.
[0020] Figure 1 is a tire meridian cross-sectional view of a right half of a pneumatic tire (hereinafter, simply referred
to as "tire") including the tire axis under a regular state showing an embodiment of the present invention.
[0021] The regular state is a no-load state of the tire mounted on a normal rim and applied by a normal inner pressure.
Hereinafter, unless otherwise noted, the dimensions of the respective parts of the tire means values measured under
the regular state.
[0022] The "normal rim" is a rim specified for the tire by a standard included in a standardization system on which the
tire is based, for example, the "normal wheel rim" in JATMA, "Design Rim" in TRA, and "Measuring Rim" in ETRTO.
[0023] The "normal inner pressure" is air pressure specified for the tire by a standard included in a standardization
system on which the tire is based, for example, the "maximum air pressure" in JATMA, maximum value listed in the
"TIRE LOAD LIMITS AT VARIOUS COLD INFLATION PRESSURES" table in TRA, and "INFLATION PRESSURE" in
ETRTO.
[0024] If there is no applicable standard as in a racing tire for example, the rim and air pressure recommended by the
manufacturer are employed as the normal rim and the normal inner pressure.
[0025] In Figure 1, there is shown a slick type racing tire for running at circuit.
[0026] Incidentally, the tire of the present invention is not limited to the racing tires, and is employed as a passenger
car tire or a heavy duty tire for truck and bus for example.
[0027] As shown in Figure 1, the tire in this embodiment has a carcass 6 extending from a tread portion 2 to a bead
core 5 in a bead portion 4 through a sidewall portion 3,
a belt layer 7 disposed radially outside the carcass 6 and in the tread portion 2, and
a band layer 8 disposed radially outside the belt layer 7.
[0028] The carcass 6 is composed of at least one carcass ply. The carcass 6 in this embodiment is formed from two
superimposed radially inside and outside carcass plies 6A, 6B. Each carcass ply 6A, 6B has a main portion 6a spanning
between a pair of the bead cores 5 and 5 in a toroidal shape, and a folded portion 6b continued from each side of the
main portion 6a and folded back around the bead core 5 from the inside to the outside in the tire axial direction.
[0029] Each carcass ply 6A, 6B is a cord ply in which carcass cords are coated with topping rubber.
[0030] The carcass cords are arranged at an angle of, for example, 70 to 90 degrees with respect to the tire equator C.
[0031] As the carcass cords, an organic fiber cord selected from, for example, aramid, polyethylene naphthalate (PEN),
nylon, rayon and the like is preferably used.
[0032] The belt layer 7 is composed of at least one belt ply of belt cords arranged and inclined at an angle of, for
example, 16 to 90 degrees with respect to the tire equator C. The belt layer 7 in this embodiment is formed from two
superimposed radially inside and outside belt plies 7A, 7B. The belt cords of the belt plies 7A, 7B are superimposed in
directions intersecting with each other.
[0033] As the belt cords, for example, steel cords, aramid cords or the like are preferably used.
[0034] Such belt layer 7 tightly hoops the carcass 6 and increases the rigidity of the tread portion 2, thereby improving
the durability.
[0035] Both of the belt plies 7A, 7B in this embodiment extend to near the sidewall portions 3 on both sides.
[0036] In this embodiment, the inside belt ply 7A is formed to be wider in comparison with the outside belt ply 7B.
[0037] The axial widths wa, wb of the respective belt plies 7A, 7B are not to be limited particularly, but preferably about
250 to 400 mm. The difference Wa-Wb of the axial width Wa of the inside belt ply 7A and the axial width wb of the outside
belt ply 7B is preferably is not more than 10 mm.
[0038] For example, the belt layer 7 may have a so-called fold structure (not shown) in which both sides in the tire
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axial direction of the inside belt ply 7A are folded back toward the tire equator C, and the folded-back portions are
superimposed on the radially outside of the outside belt ply 7B.
[0039] The band layer 8 is formed from a band-like ply 13 in which band cords 9 (shown in Figure 2) are arranged at
an angle of not more than 5 degrees with respect to the tire circumferential direction.
[0040] The band ply 13 in this embodiment is composed of a full band ply 14 covering the entire width of the belt layer
7, and a pair of edge band plies 15, 15 disposed in both sides in the tire axial direction of the full band ply 14.
[0041] As the band cords 9, for example, organic fiber cords such as Kevlar, nylon, rayon and PEN are preferably
used. Preferably, the elongation of the band cord 9 at a load of 66N is 0.7% to 22.0%. Thereby, the band layer 8 provides
a large binding force for the both sides in the tire axial direction of the belt layer 7 in particular, and suppresses the lifting
of the belt layer 7 and the like to improve the durability.
[0042] In this embodiment, the axially outer edge 8e of the band layer 8 coincides with the axially outer edge 7e of
the belt layer 7.
[0043] If the outer edge 8e of the band layer 8 is placed on the tire equator C side of the outer edge 7e of the belt
layer 7, there is a possibility that the binding force of the band layer 8 to the belt layer 7 is decreased.
[0044] If the outer edge 8e of the band layer 8 is placed axially outside the outer edge 7e of the belt layer 7, there is
a possibility that the band layer 8 protruding axially outwardly from the belt layer 7 becomes a starting point of cracking
due to rolling of the tire.
[0045] The outer edge 8e of the band layer 8 coinciding with the outer edge 7e of the belt layer 7 means that the outer
edge 8e of the band layer 8 completely coincides with the outer edge 7e of the belt layer 7, and that the axially distance
La between the outer edge 8e of the band layer 8 and the outer edge 7e of the belt layer 7 is 1.5 mm or less.
[0046] In this embodiment, both of the axially outer edges 14e, 14e of the full band ply 14 and the axially outer edges
15e of the edge band plies 15 coincide with the outer edges 7e of the inside belt ply 7A.
[0047] In Figure 3, there is shown a figure in which the band layer 8 is developed into a plane taking the tire circum-
ferential direction as the vertical axis and the tire axial direction (the widthwise direction of the belt layer) as the horizontal
axis.
[0048] In Figure 4, A-A cross section of Figure 3 is shown including the carcass ply 6A and the belt plies 7A, 7B.
[0049] As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the band layer 8 is made up of a jointless ply 12 formed by spirally winding a long
band-like ply 11 (shown in Figure 2) on the outside of the belt layer 7.
[0050] As shown in Figure 2, the band-like ply 11 has a narrow width ribbon-like shape having a substantially rectangular
cross section in which one or more of the band cords 9 arranged parallel at substantially equal intervals are coated with
topping rubber 10.
[0051] It is desirable that the width W1 of the band-like ply 11 is, for example, 3.0 to 15.0 mm.
[0052] If the width W1 is less than 3.0 mm, the number of the windings of the band-like ply 11 required to form the
jointless ply 12 becomes increased, and the productivity is likely to decrease. On the contrary, if more than 15.0 mm,
there is a tendency that wrinkles are likely to occur during the winding operation. To ensure the durability of the tire and
the workability of the winding in good balance, it is preferred that the thickness t of the band-like ply 11 is 0.6 to 1.5 mm.
[0053] From the same point of view, it is preferable that the number of the band cords 9 included in one band-like ply
11 is 3 to 14.
[0054] As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the jointless ply 12 is made up of a first ply portion 16, a second ply portion
17 wider than the first ply portion 16, and a third ply portion 18 narrower than the second ply portion 17.
[0055] In Figure 4, the cross sections of the second ply portion 17 and the first and third ply portions 16, 18 are
distinguished by grayscale for convenience sake.
[0056] The first ply portion 16 is formed by continuously winding the band-like ply 11 from a starting end 11a positioned
between the tire equator C and one axial end 7i of the belt layer 7 to a position on the one axial end 7i of the belt layer 7.
[0057] The second ply portion 17 is formed by continuously winding the band-like ply 11 from a position on one axial
end 16i of the first ply portion 16 to the other axial end 7t of the belt layer 7.
[0058] The third ply portion 18 is formed by continuously winding the band-like ply 11 from a position on the other axial
end 17t of the second ply portion 17, toward the tire equator C, to a terminal end 11b between the other axial end 17t
of the second ply portion 17 and the tire equator C.
[0059] That is, in this embodiment, one edge band ply 15A is formed by a part 17A of the second ply portion 17 lapping
over the first ply portion 16 in the tire radial direction. The other edge band ply 15B is formed by the third ply portion 18.
The full band ply 14 is formed by the first ply portion 16 and a part 17B of the second ply portion 17 other than the part
17A (the part 17B disposed on the other axial end side of the first ply portion 16).
[0060] Moreover, the band-like ply 11 is continuous from the starting end 11a of the first ply portion 16 to the terminal
end 11b of the third ply portion 18 without interruption. Thus, at the both ends of the jointless ply 12 (shown in Figure
2), the band cords 9 are continued without interruption. For this reason, the binding force of the belt layer 7 is further
increased, and the durability of the tire is further improved.
[0061] The side edge 11e of the band-like ply 11 contacts with the axially adjacent side edge 11e of the band-like ply
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11. Thereby, the band layer 8 gives a uniform restraining force to the belt layer 7, and further improves the durability.
[0062] The widths WC in the tire axial direction of the first ply portion 16 and the third ply portion 18 (shown in Figure
1) are preferably 10 to 60 mm.
[0063] Thus, the lifting of the belt layer 7 can be effectively prevented, while suppressing an increase in the tire weight.
[0064] As shown in Figure 3, the jointless ply 12 comprises circumferential-direction parts 20 in which the band-like
ply 11 is wound parallel to the tire circumferential direction, and inclined parts 21 continued from the circumferential-
direction parts 20 and inclined with respect to the tire circumferential direction.
[0065] Such inclined parts 21 cause the circumferential-direction parts 20 shift in the tire axial direction corresponding
to a spiral pitch at each time the band-like ply 11 goes round.
[0066] The inclined part 21 in this embodiment cause the circumferential-direction parts 20 shift in the tire axial direction
corresponding to a spiral pitch which is equal to the width W1 of the band-like ply 11.
[0067] Thereby, it is possible to mutually contact the side edges 11e of the band-like ply 11 which are adjacent in the
tire axial direction.
[0068] In this embodiment, the first ply portion 16, the second ply portion 17 and third ply portion 18 are each provided
with the circumferential-direction parts 20 and the inclined parts 21.
[0069] The inclined parts 21 of the first ply portion 16 lap over the parallel parts 20 of the second ply portion 17 in the
tire radial direction.
[0070] Further, the inclined parts 21 of the second ply portion 17 lap over the parallel parts 20 of the first ply portion
16 and the parallel parts 20 of the third ply portion 18 in the tire radial direction.
[0071] Further, the inclined parts 21 of the third ply portion 18 lap over the parallel part 20 of the second ply portion
17 in the tire radial direction.
[0072] As the inclined parts 21 lap over the parallel parts 20 in this way, the influence of the inclined parts 21 upon
the binding force is suppressed.
[0073] In this embodiment, as shown in Figure 7, the inclined part 21 of the first ply portion 16 and the inclined part
21 of the second ply portion 17 which is disposed radially outside the first ply portion 16 are arranged in a V-shape
continuous in the tire circumferential direction. In other words, the end position Pa of the inclined part 21 of the first ply
portion 16 which end position is on one side in the tire circumferential direction coincides with the end position Pb of the
inclined part 21 of the second ply portion 17 which end position is on the other side in the circumferential direction.
Similarly, the inclined part 21 of the second ply portion 17 and the inclined part 21 of the third ply portion 18 which is
disposed radially outside the second ply portion 17 are arranged in a V-shape continuous in the tire circumferential
direction although not shown. In other words, the end position Pa of the inclined part 21 of the second ply part 17 which
end position is on one side in the tire circumferential direction coincides with the end position Pb of the inclined part 21
of the third ply section 18 which end position is on the other side in the tire circumferential direction
[0074] Thereby, the band layer 8 having a more evened thickness can be formed, and it is possible to generate a
uniform restraining force.
[0075] If the inclined part 21 of the first ply portion 16 intersects the inclined part 21 of the second ply portion 17 in an
X-shape as shown in Figure 8 (B), a single-layered part Q1 and a three-layered part Q3 which are adjacent to each
other are formed at the outer edge of the jointless ply 12. Therefore, this position becomes a weak point, leading to a
tendency toward deterioration in the durability. In contrast, if the end position Pa overlaps the end position Pb as shown
in Figure 8 (A) (namely, if the inclined parts 21, 21 are arranged in a V-shape), only the three-layered part Q3 is formed
at the outer edge of the jointless ply 12, therefore, the deterioration in the durability can be suppressed. If the end position
Pa and the end position Pb are spaced from each other in the circumferential direction as shown in Figure 8 (C), the
three-layered part Q3 becomes large, leading to a disadvantage for uniformity.
[0076] In this embodiment, in order for the binding force to be uniformed, the starting end 11a of the band-like ply 11
is formed as an oblique side E parallel with the inclined part 21, and the oblique side E is brought into contact with the
side edge 11e of the inclined part 21 of the first ply portion 16 on the most tire equator C side as shown in Figure 3,
Similarly, the starting end 11b of the band-like ply 11 is formed as an oblique side E parallel with the inclined part 21,
and the oblique side E is brought into contact with the side edge 11e of the inclined part 21 of the third ply part 18 on
the most tire equator C side.
[0077] The angle α of the inclined part 21 with respect to the tire circumferential direction is preferably 0.1 to 2.0
degrees. If the angle α of the inclined part 21 is less than 0.1 degrees, the circumferential length of the circumferential-
direction part 20 becomes increased, and there is a possibility that the restraining force to the belt layer 7 is decreased.
If the angle α of the inclined part 21 is more than 2.0 degrees, the bent angle of the band cords 9 becomes increased,
and there is a possibility that corrugation and the like occurs in the band-like ply 11, and the band layer 8 can not be
accurately formed.
[0078] In Figure 5 and Figure 6, there is conceptually shown an example of a method for manufacturing the band layer
8 of the tire in this embodiment.
[0079] As shown in Figure 5 (a), a manufacturing apparatus T is used in this manufacturing method.
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[0080] The manufacturing apparatus T in this embodiment comprises a base 25, a drum 26 rotatably supported by
the base 25, and an applicator 27 capable of supplying the band-like ply 11 to the drum 26.
[0081] As the drum, a substantially cylindrical one is shown for convenience sake. But, it may be a core having a
substantially same shape as the inner surface of the tire.
[0082] The base 25 comprises a power transmission device and the like (not shown) for rotating the drum 26 through
a rotary shaft 26c.
[0083] The applicator 27 is composed of a conveyor, for example, and supplies the band-like ply 11 in the circumferential
direction onto the outer peripheral surface 26a of the drum 26. On the upstream side of the applicator 27, a rubber
extruder for continuously extruding the band-like ply 11 is provided (not shown). Thus, the band-like ply 11 is continuously
supplied from the applicator 27.
[0084] The applicator 27 is supported by, for example, a three-dimensional moving apparatus (not shown) capable of
reciprocating in the axial direction and in the radial direction of the drum 26 relatively to the drum 26.
[0085] The band layer forming step for forming the band layer 8 in this embodiment is as follows.
[0086] First, there is prepared the drum 26 on the outer peripheral surface 26a of which the carcass 6 and the belt
layer 7 are wound.
[0087] Incidentally, the carcass 6 and belt layer 7 may be manufactured by using the manufacturing apparatus T in
this embodiment.
[0088] Then, a first step for forming the first ply portion 16 is performed.
[0089] First, the starting end 11a of the band-like ply 11 guided by the applicator 27 is stuck at a position on the outer
peripheral surface 26a and between the tire equator C and the one axial end 7i of the belt layer 7.
[0090] In order to reliably stick the band-like ply 11, it is desirable to use a pressing rollers (not shown) for example.
[0091] Next, as shown in Figure 5 (b), the drum 26 is rotated (arrow direction A), while the applicator 27 is fixed to
form the circumferential-direction part 20.
[0092] Further, the inclined part 21 of the first ply portion 16 is formed by moving the applicator 27 toward the one
axial end 7i of the belt layer 7 (arrow direction).
[0093] In this way, the fixing and moving of the applicator 27 are repeated, while rotating the drum 26, thereby, the
circumferential-direction parts 20 and the inclined parts 21 are alternately formed.
[0094] Incidentally, the circumferential length of the inclined part 21 of the band-like ply 11 can be adjusted by adjusting
the moving speed of the applicator 27 in the tire axial direction or the rotational speed of the drum 26.
[0095] Next, as shown in Figure 6 (a), after the first step, without cutting the band-like ply 11, the second step for
forming the second ply portion 17 is performed. In the second step, the applicator 27 is moved toward the other end 7t
in the tire axial direction of the belt layer 7 (arrow direction).
[0096] In the second step too, the fixing and the moving of the applicator 27 are repeated while rotating the drum 26
so as to form the circumferential-direction parts 20 and the inclined parts 21 of the second ply portion 17 alternately.
[0097] Next, as shown in Figure 6 (b), after the second step, without cutting the band-like ply 11, the third step for
forming the third ply portion 18 is performed.
[0098] In the third step, the applicator 27 is moved toward one end 7i in the tire axial direction of the belt layer 7 (arrow
direction).
[0099] In the third step too, the fixing and the moving of the applicator 27 are repeated while rotating the drum 26 so
as to form the circumferential-direction parts 20 and the inclined parts 21.
[0100] Finally, as shown in Figure 6 (c), the terminal end 11b of the band-like ply 11 which guided by the applicator
27 is stuck at a position between the tire equator C and the other end 7t side in the tire axial direction of the belt layer
7. Thus, in this embodiment, the band-like ply 11 which is continuous from the starting end 11a of the first ply portion
16 to the terminal end 11b of the third ply portion 18 is used, and the band layer 8 is formed.
[0101] In order to prevent the band-like ply 11 from wrinkling and falling off from the drum 26, it is desirable that the
drum 26 is continuously rotated from the first step to the third step so as to give tension to the band-like ply 11 supplied
from the applicator 27.
[0102] while detailed description has been made of the pneumatic tire and the manufacturing method therefor according
to the present invention, the present invention can be embodied in various forms without being limited to the above
illustrated embodiments.

working example

[0103] Based on the specifications shown in Table 1, slick type pneumatic racing tires of size 330/710R18 having the
basic structure shown in Figure 1 were experimentally manufactured, and each test tire was tested for the durability.
[0104] Common specifications to all of the test tires and test methods are as follows.

The width Wa of the inside belt ply: 320 mm
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The width Wb of the outside belt ply: 310 mm
The widths Wc of the first ply portion and third ply portion: 40 mm
The width Wd of the second ply portion: 320 mm

< Durability >

[0105] Using a 1.7 meter diameter drum, high-speed running test machine, each test tire was run under the following
conditions, and the running time until damage occurred in the vicinity of the shoulder of the tread portion, and the surface
temperature when the damage occurred, were measured.
[0106] The results are indicated by the measured values.
[0107] In ply running time, the larger value is better.
[0108] In the surface temperature, the smaller value is better.
[0109] In the comparative example tire, the first ply portion, the second ply portion, and the third ply portion are formed
by using separate band-like plies.

Rim (all-wheels): width 13 inches, diameter 18 inches
Inner pressure (all-wheel): 1.8 MPa
load (front wheel): 5.9 kN
speed of tire: 250 km/h
applicator: single

[0110] The test results are shown in Table 1.

[0111] From the test results, it was confirmed that the working example tire had excellent durability as compared with
the comparative example.

Description of the signs

[0112]

7 belt layer
8 band layer
11 band-like ply
11a starting end
11b terminal end
12 jointless ply
16 first ply portion
17 second ply portion
18 third ply portion
C tire equator

Claims

1. A pneumatic tire having a carcass (6) extending from a tread portion (2) to a bead core (5) of a bead portion (4)
through a sidewall portion (3), a belt layer (7) disposed in the tread portion (2) and radially outside the carcass (6),
and a band layer (8) disposed radially outside the belt layer (7), and wherein

[Table 1]

working 
example

comparative example

number of band-like ply 1 3

running time until damage [minute, lager value is better] 60 15

surface temperature when damage occurred [degree C, lager value is 
better]

98 102
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the band layer (8) includes a jointless ply (12) formed by spirally winding, on the radially outside of the belt layer
(7), a long band-like ply (11) of one or more band cords (9) coated with topping rubber (10),
wherein the jointless ply (12) includes a first ply portion (16) in which the band-like ply (11) is wound from a starting
end (11a) which is positioned between the tire equator (C) and one end (7i) in the tire axial direction of the belt layer
(7), to a position on the one end (7i) in the tire axial direction of the belt layer (7),
a second ply portion (17) in which the band-like ply (11) is wound from the position on the one end (7i) in the tire
axial direction of the first ply portion (16), to a position on the other end in the tire axial direction of the belt layer (7), and
a third ply portion (18) in which the band-like ply (11) is wound toward the tire equator from the position on the other
end (7t) in the tire axial direction of the second ply portion (17), to a terminal end (11b) which is between the other
end (7t) in the tire axial direction of the second ply (17) and the tire equator, and
the band-like ply (11) is continued from the starting end (11a) of the first ply portion (16) to the terminal end (11b)
of the third ply portion (18) without interruption,
characterized in that
the jointless ply (12) includes circumferential direction parts (20) in which the band-like ply (11) is in parallel with
the tire circumferential direction, and inclined parts (21) continued from the circumferential direction parts (20) and
in which the band-like ply (11) is inclined with respect to the tire circumferential direction, and
wherein in the first ply portion (16) and the second ply portion (17) disposed radially outside the first ply portion (16),
end positions (Pa) of inclined parts (21) of the first ply portion (16) which end positions are on one side in the tire
circumferential direction respectively coincide with end positions (Pb) of inclined parts (21) of the second ply portion
(17) which end positions are on the other side in the circumferential direction so that the inclined parts (21) of the
first ply portion (16) and the inclined parts (21) of the second ply portion (17) are respectively continued in a V-shape
in the tire circumferential direction, and
wherein in the second ply portion (17) and the third ply portion (18) disposed radially outside the second ply portion
(17), end positions (Pa) of the inclined parts (21) of the second ply portion (17) which end positions are on the one
side in the tire circumferential direction respectively coincide with end positions (Pb) of inclined parts (21) of the
third ply portion (18) which end positions are on the other side in the tire circumferential direction so that the inclined
parts (21) of the second ply portion (17) and the inclined parts (21) of the third ply porion (18) are respectively
continued in a V-shape in the tire circumferential direction, and
wherein the band-like ply (11) has a width of 3.0 to 15.0 mm, and a thickness of 0.6 to 1.5 mm, and an elongation
of the band cord (9) at a load of 66N is 0.7% to 22.0%.

2. The pneumatic tire as set forth in claim 1, wherein the side edges (11e) of the band-like ply (11) adjacent in the tire
axial direction are in contact with each other.

3. The pneumatic tire as set forth in any one of claims 1-2, wherein an axially outer edge (8e) of the band layer (8)
coincides with an axially outer edge (7e) of the belt layer (7).

4. The pneumatic tire as set forth in any one of claims 1-3, wherein the axial widths of the first ply portion (16) and the
third ply (18) portion are 10 to 60 mm.

5. A method for manufacturing the pneumatic tire as set forth in any one of claims 1 to 4, which includes a band layer
(8) forming step in which the band-like ply (11) is spirally wound on the radially outside of the belt layer (7), said
band layer (8) forming step includes a first step of forming the first ply portion (16), a second step of forming the
second ply portion (17) after the first step, and a third step of forming the third ply portion (18) after the second step,
and the forming is made by the use of the band-like ply (11) which is continuous from the starting end (11a) of the
first ply portion (16) to the terminal end (11b) of the third ply portion (18).

Patentansprüche

1. Luftreifen mit einer Karkasse (6), die sich von einem Laufflächenabschnitt (2) zu einem Wulstkern (5) eines Wulst-
abschnitts (4) durch einen Seitenwandabschnitt (3) erstreckt, einer Gürtelschicht (7), die in dem Laufflächenabschnitt
(2) und radial außerhalb der Karkasse (6) angeordnet ist, und einer Bandschicht (8), die radial außerhalb der
Gürtelschicht (7) angeordnet ist, und wobei
die Bandschicht (8) eine nahtlose Lage (12) aufweist, die durch spiralförmiges Wickeln einer langen bandartigen
Lage (11) aus einem oder mehreren Bandkorden (9), die mit Gummierungskautschuk (10) beschichtet sind, auf die
radiale Außenseite der Gürtelschicht (7) gebildet ist,
wobei die nahtlose Lage (12) umfasst
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einen ersten Lagenabschnitt (16), in dem die bandartige Lage (11) von einem Anfangsende (11a), das zwischen
dem Reifenäquator (C) und einem Ende (7i) in der Reifenaxialrichtung der Gürtelschicht (7) positioniert ist, zu einer
Position an dem einen Ende (7i) in der Reifenaxialrichtung der Gürtelschicht (7) gewickelt ist,
einen zweiten Lagenabschnitt (17), in dem die bandartige Lage (11) von der Position des ersten Lagenabschnitts
(16) an dem einen Ende (7i) in der Reifenaxialrichtung zu einer Position der Gürtelschicht (7) an dem anderen Ende
in der Reifenaxialrichtung gewickelt ist, und
einen dritten Lagenabschnitt (18), in dem die bandartige Lage (11) von der Position des zweiten Lagenabschnitts
(17) am anderen Ende (7t) in der Reifenaxialrichtung von dem Reifenäquator bis zu einem Abschlussende (11b)
gewickelt ist, das sich zwischen dem anderen Ende (7t) in der Reifenaxialrichtung der zweiten Lage (17) und dem
Reifenäquator befindet, und
wobei die bandartige Lage (11) ohne Unterbrechung vom Anfangsende (11a) des ersten Lagenabschnitts (16) bis
zum Abschlussende (11b) des dritten Lagenabschnitts (18) fortgesetzt ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die nahtlose Lage (12) Umfangsrichtungsteile (20), in denen die bandartige Lage (11) parallel zur Reifenumfangs-
richtung ist, und geneigte Teile (21) umfasst, die sich von den Umfangsrichtungsteilen (20) fortsetzen und in denen
die bandartige Lage (11) in Bezug auf die Reifenumfangsrichtung geneigt ist, und
wobei in dem ersten Lagenabschnitt (16) und dem zweiten Lagenabschnitt (17), die radial außerhalb des ersten
Lagenabschnitts (16) angeordnet sind, Endpositionen (Pa) von geneigten Teilen (21) des ersten Lagenabschnitts
(16), welche Endpositionen auf einer Seite in der Reifenumfangsrichtung liegen, jeweils mit Endpositionen (Pb) von
geneigten Teilen (21) des zweiten Lagenabschnitts (17) zusammenfallen, welche Endpositionen auf der anderen
Seite in der Umfangsrichtung liegen, so dass die geneigten Teile (21) des ersten Lagenabschnitts (16) und die
geneigten Teile (21) des zweiten Lagenabschnitts (17) jeweils in einer V-Form in der Reifenumfangsrichtung fort-
gesetzt sind, und
wobei in dem zweiten Lagenabschnitt (17) und dem dritten Lagenabschnitt (18), die radial außerhalb des zweiten
Lagenabschnitts (17) angeordnet sind, Endpositionen (Pa) der geneigten Teile (21) des zweiten Lagenabschnitts
(17), welche Endpositionen auf der einen Seite in der Reifenumfangsrichtung liegen, jeweils mit Endpositionen (Pb)
von geneigten Teilen (21) des dritten Lagenabschnitts (18) zusammenfallen, welche Endpositionen auf der anderen
Seite in der Reifenumfangsrichtung liegen, so dass die geneigten Teile (21) des zweiten Lagenabschnitts (17) und
die geneigten Teile (21) des dritten Lagenabschnitts (18) jeweils in einer V-Form in der Reifenumfangsrichtung
fortgesetzt sind, und
wobei die bandartige Lage (11) eine Breite von 3,0 bis 15,0 mm und eine Dicke von 0,6 bis 1,5 mm aufweist und
die Dehnung des Bandkords (9) bei einer Belastung von 66N 0,7 % bis 22,0 % beträgt.

2. Luftreifen nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Seitenkanten (11e) der bandartigen Lage (11), die in der Reifenaxialrichtung
benachbart sind, miteinander in Kontakt stehen.

3. Luftreifen nach einem der Ansprüche 1-2, wobei eine axial äußere Kante (8e) der Bandschicht (8) mit einer axial
äußeren Kante (7e) der Gürtelschicht (7) zusammenfällt.

4. Luftreifen nach einem der Ansprüche 1-3, wobei die axialen Breiten des ersten Lagenabschnitts (16) und des dritten
Lagenabschnitts (18) 10 bis 60 mm betragen.

5. Verfahren zur Herstellung des Luftreifens nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, welches umfasst
einen Formungsschritt einer Bandschicht (8), bei dem die bandartige Lage (11) spiralförmig auf die radiale Außen-
seite der Gürtelschicht (7) gewickelt wird,
wobei der Formungsschritt der Bandschicht (8) einen ersten Schritt des Formens des ersten Lagenabschnitts (16),
einen zweiten Schritt des Formens des zweiten Lagenabschnitts (17) nach dem ersten Schritt und einen dritten
Schritt des Formens des dritten Lagenabschnitts (18) nach dem zweiten Schritt umfasst, und
das Formen durch die Verwendung der bandförmigen Lage (11) erfolgt, die vom Anfangsende (11a) des ersten
Lagenabschnitts (16) bis zum Abschlussende (11b) des dritten Lagenabschnitts (18) durchgehend ist.

Revendications

1. Bandage pneumatique ayant une carcasse (6) s’étendant depuis une portion formant bande de roulement (2) jusqu’à
une âme de talon (5) d’une portion formant talon (4) à travers une portion formant paroi latérale (3), une couche de
ceinture (7) disposée dans la portion formant bande de roulement (2) et radialement à l’extérieur de la carcasse
(6), et une couche de ruban (8) disposée radialement à l’extérieur de la couche de ceinture (7), et dans lequel la
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couche de ruban (8) inclut une nappe sans joint (12) formée par enroulement en spirale, sur le côté radialement
extérieur de la couche de ceinture (7), d’une nappe longue similaire à un ruban (11) constituée d’un ou de plusieurs
câblés de ruban (9) revêtus d’un caoutchouc d’enrobage (10),
dans lequel la nappe sans joint (12) inclut
une première portion de nappe (16) dans laquelle la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) est enroulée depuis une
extrémité de départ (11a) qui est positionnée entre l’équateur de pneumatique (C) et une extrémité (7i), dans la
direction axiale du pneumatique, de la couche de ceinture (7), jusqu’à une position sur ladite une extrémité (7i),
dans la direction axiale du pneumatique, de la couche de ceinture (7),
une deuxième portion de nappe (17) dans laquelle la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) est enroulée depuis la position
sur ladite une extrémité (7i), dans la direction axiale du pneumatique, de la première portion de nappe (16) jusqu’à
une position sur ladite autre extrémité, dans la direction axiale du pneumatique, de la couche de ceinture (7), et
une troisième portion de nappe (18) dans laquelle la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) est enroulée vers l’équateur
de pneumatique depuis la position sur l’autre extrémité (7t), dans la direction axiale du pneumatique, de la deuxième
portion de nappe (17) jusqu’à une extrémité terminale (11b) qui est entre ladite autre extrémité (7t), dans la direction
axiale du pneumatique, de la deuxième nappe (17) et l’équateur de pneumatique, et
la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) est continue depuis l’extrémité de départ (11a) de la première portion de nappe
(16) jusqu’à l’extrémité terminale (11b) de la troisième portion de nappe (18) sans interruption,
caractérisé en ce que
la nappe sans joint (12) inclut des parties en direction circonférentielle (20) dans lesquelles la nappe similaire à un
ruban (11) est en parallèle à la direction circonférentielle du pneumatique, et des parties inclinées (21) continues
depuis les parties en direction circonférentielle (20) et dans lesquelles la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) est inclinée
par rapport à la direction circonférentielle du pneumatique, et
dans lequel, dans la première portion de nappe (16) et la deuxième portion de nappe (17) disposée radialement à
l’extérieur de la première portion de nappe (16), des positions d’extrémité (Pa) de parties inclinées (21) de la première
portion de nappe (16), lesquelles positions d’extrémité sont sur un côté dans la direction circonférentielle du pneu-
matique, coïncident respectivement avec les positions d’extrémité (Pb) de parties inclinées (21) de la deuxième
portion de nappe (17), lesquelles positions d’extrémité sont sur l’autre côté dans la direction circonférentielle du
pneumatique, de sorte que les parties inclinées (21) de la première portion de nappe (16) et les parties inclinées
(21) de la deuxième portion de nappe (17) sont respectivement continues dans une forme en V dans la direction
circonférentielle du pneumatique, et
dans lequel, dans la deuxième portion de nappe (17) et dans la troisième portion de nappe (18) disposée radialement
à l’extérieur de la deuxième portion de nappe (17), des positions d’extrémité (Pa) des parties inclinées (21) de la
deuxième portion de nappe (17), lesquelles positions d’extrémité sont sur ledit un côté dans la direction circonfé-
rentielle du pneumatique, coïncident respectivement avec des positions d’extrémité (Pb) de parties inclinées (21)
de la troisième portion de nappe (18), lesquelles positions d’extrémité sont sur ledit autre côté dans la direction
circonférentielle du pneumatique, de sorte que les parties inclinées (21) de la deuxième portion de nappe (17) et
les parties inclinées (21) de la troisième portion de nappe (18) sont respectivement continues dans une forme en
V dans la direction circonférentielle du pneumatique, et
dans lequel la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) a une largeur de 3,0 à 15,0 mm, et une épaisseur de 0,6 à 1,5 mm,
et une élongation du câblé de ruban (9) sous une charge de 66 N est de 0,7 % à 22,0 %.

2. Bandage pneumatique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les bords latéraux (11e) de la nappe similaire à un
ruban (11) adjacents dans la direction axiale du pneumatique sont en contact mutuel.

3. Bandage pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 2, dans lequel un bord axialement extérieur
(8e) de la couche de ruban (8) coïncide avec un bord axialement extérieur (7e) de la couche de ceinture (7).

4. Bandage pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel les largeurs axiales de la
première portion de nappe (16) et de la troisième portion de nappe (18) sont de 10 à 60 mm.

5. Procédé de fabrication du bandage pneumatique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, qui inclut
une étape de formage de couche de ruban (8) dans laquelle la nappe similaire à un ruban (11) est enroulée en
spirale sur le côté radialement extérieur de la couche de ceinture (7), ladite étape de formage de couche de ruban
(8) inclut une première étape consistant à former la première portion de nappe (16), une deuxième étape consistant
à former la deuxième portion de nappe (17) après la première étape, et une troisième étape consistant à former la
troisième portion de nappe (18) après la deuxième étape, et le formage est réalisé en utilisant la nappe similaire à
un ruban (11) qui est continue depuis l’extrémité de départ (11a) de la première portion de nappe (16) jusqu’à
l’extrémité terminale (11b) de la troisième portion de nappe (18).
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